
MY SHORT PROFILE

A programing enthusiast who is committed to continuous professional growth in the sphere of technology. My
journey dates back to 2020 when I used to build no-code websites using wordpress. Now I am an IBM certified
Full Stack Web Developer with excellent creative and collaborative skills.. I am proficient in JavaScript
technology stacks. and hold various certifications in the field of web development, all of which are detailed in
my LinkedIn profile  for the reference. My story around about #webDev #dataScience #projectManagement
#arts #philosphy

EDUCATION

Bachelors in Business Adminstration
Bangladesh University of Professionals
Graduated with first-class result specializing in Project Management. Now, I am also 
fueled by passion for data analytics and Machine Learning.

2019 – 2023
Dhaka, Bangladesh

GCE A Levels
SFX Greenherald International School and College
I passed my GCE A-levels in Cambridge Assessment International Education and 
IGCSE in Edexcel board. I was awarded with Daily Star Award in for excellent result 
in GCE A levels, science.

2019 – 2017
Dhaka, Bangladesh

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Front End Web Developer
Universal Phoenix Group LLC |
UPG-LLC is a global entertainment, marketing, and technology management and 
consulting group. I worked as a remote front-end focused web developer in 
collaboration with a team around the globe.

08/2023 – present
Remote, US

Junior SEO Analyst
Tinds
Conducted comprehensive technical on page SEO in Yoast. I have also worked in 
wordpress web development in Elementor.

09/2021 – 01/2023
New York, US

PROJECTS

ByteBazaar
A marketplace to trade digital assets. This is one of my favorite projects powered by Next 14 and MongoDB as Backend. 
Integrated admin dashboard, stripe payment and clerk as Auth Provider.

Muslim AI
Integrated OpenAI and trained data to facilitate learning history, fiqh, rulings and many more. It provides video, images, 
conversation generation to generous free trials, stripe payment integration, top notch authentication and many more.

QuranDreamers
Driven by a profound passion for the Arabic language, I am in a leadership role in a WhatsApp community  comprising over 
3,000 members. In an effort to enhance communication and facilitate interaction between mentors and students, I have 
developed a dedicated website for the community.

SKILLS

Javascript Stack- React, Next JS, Node JS
Expertise and frequently used technologies/frameworks/languages: Redux, Typescript, Tailwind css, 
ExpressJS, MongoDB, Python, Django, Postgresql, Supabase, Prisma, React Query, npm, Figma, Trello etc

LANGUAGES

Proficient in English and Arabic. Native in Bangla. 
Conversational in Urdu/Hindi.
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